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With the explosion of networks and the huge amount of data transmitted 

along, securing data content is becoming more and more important. Applied 

number theory has so many applications in cryptography. Particularly integer 

sequences play very important in cryptography.  

The cryptosystem based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography is becoming the 

recent trend of public key cryptography. In the present paper novel elliptic 

curve encryption algorithm were proposed basing on integer sequences of 

Catalan numbers. The data is encrypted using a proposed approach and then 

scrambled the message with the help of the concept of spiral matrix, which 

increase the security of the message before sending across the medium. Thus 

the sending and receiving of message will be safe and secure with an 

increased confidentiality.  

A comparison of the proposed technique with existing algorithms as Triple-

DES and AES has been done in encryption & decryption time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Today  due  to  the  prominence  use  of  the  internet  all  over  the world required Network 

Security. Information security has become a very critical aspect of modern communication systems. 

Cryptography is the science of information security. Elliptic curve (EC) can be applied to cryptography as it 

is secure to the best of current knowledge.  In the literature, many authors have tried to exploit the features of 

EC field to deploy for security applications (see for example [1, 2, 3, 4]). Elliptic curve cryptography bases 

its security on the hardness of computing discrete logarithms. More precisely, the elliptic curve discrete 

logarithm problem (ECDLP) consists in recovering the value of multiplier , given points P and Q = []P on 

an elliptic curve.  

Randomness is a key ingredient for cryptography. Random bits are necessary not only for 

generating cryptographic keys, but are also often an integral part in the steps of cryptographic algorithms. 

The cryptosystem requires the generation of a new random number each time a new message is encrypted. 

Over the years we have come across several cryptographic algorithms designed using the integer sequences 

of Fibonacci numbers and Lucas numbers. This paper, however, is an attempt to propose a new elliptic curve 

encryption algorithm based on integer sequences of Catalan numbers [5].   
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In our previous works [6-12], we have presented a cryptographic algorithms based on ECC 

mechanism. In fact, the transformation of the message into affine points is explained.  In this paper we 

illustrate the process of encryption/decryption based ECC using Catalan numbers. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates the basic theory of Catalan numbers and 

elliptic curve. Section 3 explains the proposed technique with an example. Section 4 shows the results and 

comparisons of the proposed scheme with TDES [13] and AES [14]. Conclusions are drawn in the last 

section. 

 

2. BACKGROUND MATHEMATICAL INFORMATION  

a. Catalan Numbers 

  Applied Number theory has so many applications in cryptography. In 1838, Catalan numbers [5] were 

discovered by Belgian mathematician Eugene C. Catalan. In fact, integer sequences play very important in 

cryptography. Here,  we are interested  in integer sequences of Catalan numbers.  

-  Binomial Coefficients: Let n and r be nonnegative integers. The binomial coefficient is defined as 
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- Catalan numbers are sequence of natural numbers. The Catalan number Cn is defined as: 
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 Every Catalan number is an integer. The set of first Catalan numbers are:  

C0= 1, C1= 1, C2= 2, C3= 5, C4= 14, C5= 42, C6= 132, C7= 429, C8= 1430, C9= 4862, …  

 

b. Elliptic Curve Cryptography  
 

 Elliptic  Curve  (EC)  systems  as  applied  to  cryptography  were  first  proposed  in  1985  

independently by  Neal  Koblitz [15]  and  Victor  Miller [16].  An  elliptic  curve  over  a  field  K  is  a  

nonsingular  cubic  curve  in  two  variables,  f(x,y)  =0  with  a rational point (which may be a point at 

infinity). The field K is usually taken to be the complex numbers, reals, rationals, and algebraic  extensions  

of  rationals or  a  finite field.  Here we investigate elliptic  curve  group  with the underlying field of Fp,  

given by the following equation: 

y
2
= x

3
 + ax + b mod p.      (2) 

(where p≠2,3 is a prime). 

If P1 and P2 are on E, we can define addition P3 = P1 + P2 as shown in Figure 1. 

Multiplication  is  defined  as  repeated  addition,   

for  example:  3P=P+P+P. 

 
Figure 1. addition of points on elliptic curve. 

 

Elliptic  curve  cryptography  [ECC]  is  a  public-key cryptosystem.  Every  user  has  a  public  and  a  

private  key. Public  key  is  used  for  encryption/signature  verification. Private  Key  is  used  for  

encryption/signature  generation. For more details, we refer interested reader to [17]. 
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3. MAIN RESULTS  

a. New Approach using Catalan Numbers 
In this section, three algorithms have been described. First technique explains the concept of session based key 

where as second one explains encryption technique. Third algorithm explains the decryption process. 
In the proposed method, the original message is converted into points on elliptic curve noted Qi with the help of 

Catalan numbers generated. Here, each character is replaced with another point on EC based on the Catalan 

number and security key chosen. Any one point is chosen as a first security key to generate cipher text. The 

characters in the cipher text depend on the security key chosen, and the Catalan numbers generated. Also, the use 

of randomization technique based on spiral matrix scrambles information by rearrangement and substition of 

content making it unreadable to anyone except the person capable of unscrambling it. 

 

a) Generation of Session Key 
During the encryption process a session based key is generated for to ensure much more security to this 

algorithm. The set of points follows a circular tehnique and the point which falls below the Catalan number will be 

taken as the secure key Ki on the elliptic curve.  

We need to generate the secret integer k and compute K=kPB (with PB is the public key of the receiver). 
The results points based Catalan numbers are given by: 

 

Ki = CiK, i=1, 2, 3 … 

where K is the secure key. 
Since the selection of the point Ki depends on the Catalan number, it provides more security for the system, and 

any unknown person cannot decode the message easily. 

 

b) Steps involved in Enciphering process  

Suppose that we have some elliptic curve E defined over a finite field Fp and a point P on E (Fp) that P has 

prime order n. The curve E and P are publicly known, as is the embedding system MPM which imbed plain 

text on an elliptic curve E. Bob chooses a random integer nB, and publishes the point PB=nBP (while nB 

remains secret). 

 

Then when Alice wishes to send a message M to Bob, she proceeds thus: 

     Step 1. Chooses a random integer k with 1  k  n-1 and compute a secure key K=kPB. 

 Step 2. Imbed the original message called “plaintext” into points on elliptic curve, noted Pi, i=1..m.  

 Step 3. Generate Catalan sequence. By using the obtained sequence and K, we get the secure keys Ki. 

 Step 4. Perform addition operation between the selected point and Ki to obtain a point Qi. Then, the 

encrypted block is formed. 

Step 5. The binary bits of the block are taken from MSB to LSB to fit into this square matrix following the rules 

of spiral matrix along clock-wise direction starting from the cell (1, 1) as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Example of spiral matrix (44) 

 

Therefore, the cipher text is formed after combining kP with the results blocks.  Then, it will be sending to the 

receiver. The above steps are summarized in the encryption chart shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Flowchart – Encryption 
 

 

c) Steps involved in Deciphering process 

 

This algorithm takes encrypted stream (cipher text) as input and generates source stream (plain text) 

as output. In fact, the cipher text is considered as a binary bit stream.  

When Bob received the above series of bits, he does the following: 

Step 1. Extract the first block from the received cipher text. It is mapped to find its equivalent point noted 

P1=kP. Then, applies his secret key and Compute K=nBP1. 

Step 2.  Extract the remaining blocks and stored into square matrix of (mm). The decrypted block of  

length m is generated after  taking  the  bits  from  the  square  matrix following  the  reverse  rule  of  

spiral matrix. 

Step 3.  Generate the secure keys (Ki) basing K and Catalan numbers. 

Step 4.  Substract it from the selected point to obtain the embedding point PM. The plain text is 

regenerated after converting the obtained points into characters. 

The above steps are summarized in the decryption chart shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Flowchart – decryption 

 

b. Illustration and Results 
Now consider an example to illustrate our technique easily. In our case, the elliptic curve is represented 

by the Weierstrass equation: 

y
2
=x

3
+ 2x+9 mod 37. 

The graph of the function is shown in figure 5. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Elliptic curve: y2=x3+ 2x+9 
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The points on elliptic curve are:  

 

 ,(5,25), (1,30), (21,32), (7,25), (25,12), (4,28), (0,34), (16,17), (15,26), (27,32), (9,4),(2,24), (26,5), (33,14), 

(11,17), (31,22), (13,30), (35,21), (23,7), (10,17), (29,6), (29,31), (10,20), (23,30), (35,16), (13,7), (31,15),  

(11,20), (33,23), (26,32),(2,13),(9,33), (27,5), (15,11), (16,20), (0,3), (4,9), (25,25), (7,12), (21,5), (1,7), (5,12). 

 

The elliptic curve contains 43 points. P is a point generator. It is the point with represents the letter “a”, as well 

as 2P represents the letter “b”,…, 43P represents space. In our case we use the letters 'a' to 'z', the digits 0 to 9 

with some of the other symbols like ';', ',', '.' , '?', „(„,‟)‟ and space for illustration purpose only. 

The base point P is selected as (5, 25).  

 

 a. Generation key Phase 
Here we take the plain text to be “cryptography” and establish via case study. 

We need to generate the secret integer k and compute K=kPB (with PB is the public key of the receiver). 

 

Hence we shall assume that nB=13, k=29, PB= (26, 5), K= (27, 5), for instance, 

 

         Catalan numbers: 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, 4862, 16796, 58786, 208012, …    

         Generated points: (27, 5), (10, 20), (0, 3), (9, 33), (27, 32), (26, 5), (27, 32), (0, 1), (26, 5), (1, 7), (0, 3),  

    (25,12). 

In our case, the secure key is selected as (27, 5). The point set follows a circular rotation based secure key. 

The corresponding point which falls below the Catalan number will be taken as a secure key noted Ki. 

 

b. Encryption process 

Each character of the original message is transformed into an affine point of the elliptic curve. The Table 1 

shows the encryption information for embedding of “cryptography” by using Catalan numbers:  

 
Table 1. Encrypted points based Catalan numbers for "cryptography".  

 

Character Point Pi Secure key Ki Point Qi 

c (21, 32) (27, 5) (0, 3) 

r (35, 21) (10, 20) (1, 7) 

y (35, 16) (0, 3) (35, 21) 

p (31, 22) (9, 33) (25, 12) 

t (10, 17) (27, 32) (26, 32) 

o (11, 17) (26, 5) (11, 20) 

g (0, 34) (27, 32) (13, 30) 

r (35, 21) (0, 1) (35, 21) 

a (5, 25) (26, 5) (33, 14) 

p (31, 22) (1, 7) (33, 14) 

h (16, 17) (0, 3) (5, 25) 

y (35, 16) (25, 12) (26, 32) 

 
 The grid can be formed as follows:  
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Now the spiral matrix rule is applied as follows: 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

 

Therefore, the cipher text is,          

100001010111000000000011110001001000000101011001100001000000000110100101100110101000000

01100011010110111111001000001111001001001010010001001010111011011001 

 

c. Decryption process 

For decryption process, exactly reverse steps of the encryption process.  The decrypted block of  

length m  is generated after  taking  the  bits  from  the square matrix following  the  reverse  rule  of  spiral 

matrix.  The decrypted points are formed after taking the bits from all decrypted blocks. Next, the secure key is 

calculated from the first block with the secure key of the recipient. The secure key generated basing the 

Catalan numbers and secure key. Then, substruct it from the result point to the original point. Therefore, 

reverses the embedding to get back the message. 

 

4.  RESULT ANALYSIS 
  A good encryption procedure should be robust against all kinds of cryptanalytic such as brute-force 

attacks. In this section, security aspects of the present elliptic curve encryption scheme will be discussed. In 

fact, we analysed with existing algorithms to find out our algorithm performance.  

The results include the comparisons of encryption time and decryption time. All times are in milliseconds 

(ms).  Here, the comparative study between TDES, AES and our scheme has done on text files with different 

sizes (bytes).  The Table 2 shows the encryption and decryption time for TDES, AES and our algorithm.  

 Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the graphical representation of encryption and decryption times against the file 

size respectively. 
 

Table 2. File size v/s Encryption and Decryption time for .txt files 

 

Source file  

size (bytes)  

 

Encryption time 

 
Decryption time  

TDES AES Our 

scheme 

TDES AES Our 

scheme 

7168 10 2 0 10 2 2 

17408 16 13 9 23 12 10 

149848 31 30 29 63 31 27 

982732 144 78 62 218 63 58 

  

Table 1 shows that the encryption and decryption times increase with the increase of input stream 

sizes. In fact, the obtained results indicate that for any file, the proposed algorithm takes less time to encrypt 

and decrypt data than T-DES and takes less or same amount of time compared to AES. Also, our algorithm 

has other features. The proposed scheme is very straight forward and simple to implement. The key 

information varies from session to session for any input bit stream which enhances the security features of the 

proposed technique. Our algorithm  is  applicable  to  ensure  high  security  in message  transmission  and  

very  much comparable TDES and AES in termes of time complexity. Brute force attack on key is also 

difficult due to the increase in key size. 
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Figure 6. Encryption time for T-DES, AES and our scheme  

 

 
Figure 7. Decryption time for T-DES, AES and our scheme 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a novel encryption scheme is introduced by using Catalan numbers. The security of the 

proposed method is obtained by utilizing the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. The algorithm uses the 

concept of splitting the plaintext and key equally and applies the encryption process. Further, the rule of spiral 

matrix is applied to the result data matrix to randomize the cipher text. This approach strengthens the 

cryptosystem. Therefore, the main advantage of this method is higher level of security at relatively low 

computational overhead. The comparative study realized on the algorithm showed their robustness and their 

efficiency. Finally, we like to point out that the use of randomization technique will scrambled the cipertext 

and provide better performance in this regard. 
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